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  Syndicating Web Sites with RSS Feeds For Dummies Ellen
Finkelstein,2005-03-25 So you have a business and you have a Web
site. Bravo! You’re doing all the right things to be successful. But wait
— the information on your Web site needs to be updated, and your
customers need to know. Good heavens, didn’t you spend half of last
week doing that? There’s got to be a quicker, easier way to keep your
clientele informed, and while we’re at it, how about building your
business too? RSS can come to your rescue, but first you need to know
what it is and how to use it. Syndicating Web Sites With RSS Feeds
For Dummies has what you need to know to get up and running
fast—and with today’s flood of constantly-changing information, “fast”
is a top priority. Here, in plain English, you’ll find out how to: Use
RSS to drive traffic to your Web site and build brand awareness
Choose and install the right software, set up RSS feeds, and decide on
the format that meets your needs Create RSS feeds from scratch, or
put a news reader on your Web site Improve your site’s ranking in
search engines and build customer loyalty Enable your customers to
choose when and how they receive updated information Tailor
information for your audience and publish all your updates quickly
and easily Promote your RSS feed and explain to your customers how
to use it Provide added value for your customers Making the most of
RSS can make life easier for both you and those who do business with
you. Syndicating Web Sites With RSS Feeds For Dummies will help
you maintain fresh content for your Web site, blog, or e-zine, promote
your site and establish links to it, and even update vital documents
like employee guides, price lists, and procedures manuals, quickly and
easily.
  Search and Social Rob Garner,2012-10-18 This is a hands-on guide
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to building a successful real-time content marketing platform. It shows
you how to develop, implement, monitor, and optimize tactics for
developing a strategic plan that encompasses content, platform, and
community management. Including up-to-date tools and technologies,
this book explains how to use the right tools for everything from
creating search and social content to effectively using social media
platforms. You will learn the exact areas where search and social
overlap, and how to shift to a real-time and participatory approach in
your publishing efforts.
  Podcast Academy: The Business Podcasting Book Michael
Geoghegan,Greg Cangialosi,Ryan Irelan,Tim Bourquin,Colette
Vogele,2012-07-26 Exclusive Podcast Academy training now available
in a book! Podcast Academy, the leader in audio/video podcast and
new media education, brings you their first book, Podcast Academy:
The Business Podcasting Book, based on their seminars. Written by
industry experts, this book brings you practical experience that you
can apply to your own business. It covers planning, content creation,
legal considerations, branding, marketing, advertising, monetization,
and much more. The authors and contributors have been behind
many of the earliest corporate podcasts and share their knowledge,
success, and real-world experience with you. Podcasting is changing
the way organizations are communicating with their customers,
prospects and the media. It is an essential new medium for any
company looking to extend their communications outreach, and
expand their brand awareness. This applies for companies,
organizations, charities, schools and groups that range in size from
small to Fortune 500 enterprises. If you are thinking about podcasting
as a medium for your organization, The Business Podcasting Book will
give you a solid understanding of how to create your own company's
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voice, measure your efforts and maximize your opportunity.
Implement your podcasting strategy now!
  Foundation Website Creation with CSS, XHTML, and JavaScript
Steve Smith,Jonathan Lane,2008-09-02 Foundation Website Creation
with CSS, XHTML, and JavaScript covers the entire process of
building a website. This process involves much more than just
technical knowledge, and this book provides you with all the
information you'll need to understand the concepts behind designing
and developing for the Web, as well as the best means to deliver
professional, best-practice-based results. There is far more to building a
successful website than knowing a little Hypertext Markup Language
(HTML). The process starts long before any coding takes place, and
this book introduces you to the agile development process, explaining
why this method makes so much sense for web projects and how best
to implement it. Planning is vital, so you'll also learn how to use
techniques such as brainstorming, wireframes, mockups, and
prototypes to get your project off to the best possible start and help
ensure smooth progress as it develops. An understanding of correct,
semantic markup is essential to any web professional, so this book
explains how XHTML should be used to structure content so that the
markup adheres to current web standards. You'll learn about the wide
range of HTML elements available to you, and you'll learn how and
when to use them through building example web pages. Without
creative use of Cascading Style Sheets (CSS), websites would all look
largely the same. CSS gives you the ability to set your website apart
from the rest while maintaining the integrity of your markup. You'll
learn how CSS works and how to apply styles to your pages, enabling
you to realize your design ideas in the browser. JavaScript can be used
to make your website easier and more interesting to use. This book
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provides information on appropriate uses of this technology and
introduces the concepts of programming using it. You'll also see how
JavaScript works as part of the much-hyped technique Ajax and in
turn where Ajax fits into the wider Web 2.0 picture. While a website
is being built, it needs to be tested across multiple browsers and
platforms to ensure that the site works for all users, regardless of
ability or disability, and the book explains how best to do these tasks.
Then, it discusses the process of launching and maintaining the site so
that it will continue to work for all its users throughout its life-cycle.
The book concludes by covering server-side technologies, acting as a
guide to the different options available and explaining differences
between available products. With insights from renowned experts
such as Jason Fried of 37signals, Daniel Burka of Digg and Pownce,
and Chris Messina of Citizen Agency, this book provides invaluable
information applicable to every web project, regardless of size, scope,
or budget.
  Professional Web APIs with PHP Paul Reinheimer,2006-07-31
Offers hands-on tips and numerous code examples that show Web
developers how to leverage content and feeds from today's top Web
sites-including Google, eBay, PayPal, Amazon, Yahoo!, and FedEx
Introduces APIs (Application Program Interfaces) in general and uses
real-world examples that show how to produce and document them
Explains how to use the popular scripting language PHP to create
APIs that interact with unrelated applications over the Web Examples
take readers through each stage of the API process, from basic test
implementations to integration with existing sites
  Beginning Groovy and Grails Jim Shingler,Joseph Faisal
Nusairat,Christopher M Judd,2008-09-22 Web frameworks are playing
a major role in the creation of today's most compelling web
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applications, because they automate many of the tedious tasks,
allowing developers to instead focus on providing users with creative
and powerful features. Java developers have been particularly
fortunate in this area, having been able to take advantage of Grails, an
open source framework that supercharges productivity when
building Java–driven web sites. Grails is based on Groovy, which is a
very popular and growing dynamic scripting language for Java
developers and was inspired by Python, Ruby, and Smalltalk.
Beginning Groovy and Grails is the first introductory book on the
Groovy language and its primary web framework, Grails. This book
gets you started with Groovy and Grails and culminates in the
example and possible application of some real–world projects. You
follow along with the development of each project, implementing and
running each application while learning new features along the way.
  Citizens and E-Government: Evaluating Policy and Management
Reddick, Christopher G.,2010-04-30 This book examines the role that
citizens play in the development of electronic government or e-
government,specifically focusing on the impact of e-government and
citizens, exploring issues of policy and management in government--
Provided by publisher.
  SharePoint 2007 and Office Development Expert Solutions Randy
Holloway,Andrej Kyselica,Steve Caravajal,2007-08-13 Features end-to-
end scenarios for using Office 2007 and SharePoint 2007, from
generating Office documents programmatically to integrating
document-based workflows with line of business applications or Web
sites Takes an in-depth look at integrating the information worker
products from Microsoft into broader solutions for the enterprise Some
of the topics covered include building a workflow solution with Office
and SharePoint 2007; programming SharePoint lists, items, and
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libraries; building Business Intelligence (BI) including Excel BI, Excel
and Access Reporting, and SharePoint integration; using Web Content
Management with SharePoint; and more
  Building Web Sites All-in-One Desk Reference For Dummies
Doug Sahlin,Claudia Snell,2007-02-03 From idea to online, your key to
great-looking Web sites Your one-stop guide to building a user-
friendly site with professional flair Whether you're building a site to
keep in touch with others, sell products, or promote a cause, you want
to make sure yours stands out in the crowd. This handy reference
shows you how to design an accessible site, create graphics and
navigation menus, build forms, insert sound and video, and keep your
visitors coming back for more. Discover how to Plan, maintain, and
promote a Web site Design with users in mind Work with HTML
and CSS Optimize graphic elements for the Web Build your site with
e-commerce functionality
  Blog Design Solutions Richard Rutter,Andy Budd,Simon
Collison,Chris J. Davis,Michael Heilemann,Phil Sherry,David
Powers,John Oxton,2006-11-21 * No other blog book gives professional
quality information on blog design and development like this one.
Others are either dummies style books, or are aimed more at
understanding the community/theory. * The Book supports 4 of the
most popular blog engies, and shows you how to build your own. * It’s
written by a team of well respected community figures
  LinkedIn For Dummies Joel Elad,2011-01-19 Get LinkedIn and
become part of the largest online network of professionals in the
world! When you know how to make the most of your profile,
manage your contacts, and handle invitations effectively, you'll go far.
With more than 70 million members, LinkedIn presents an invaluable
opportunity to make connections, find a job, get a better salary, market
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a business, attract investors, and much more. This second edition offers
new advice to help you market yourself, grow your business, and
take your professional network to all new levels. Veteran author Joel
Elad introduces you to the key features of LinkedIn and explains how
LinkedIn works. Explains how to join LinkedIn, build your profile,
start your network, search and grow your network, request and
write recommendations, and keep track of your LinkedIn activities
Includes new and updated content on the latest LinkedIn features,
tools, and trends in the market Offers tips for finding a job, employees,
professional services, potential investors, and more Presents valuable
advice for marketing yourself and your business, developing strategic
partnerships, and cultivating sales leads Don't be left out—get
LinkedIn—and start networking with the tips and advice shared in
LinkedIn For Dummies, 2nd Edition!
  Managing Virtual Teams M. Katherine Brown,Brown,Brenda
Huettner,Charlene James-Tanny,2006-12-31 This book provides
practical advice for managers of distributed teams who must design
the internal systems and meet deadlines with a diverse team, and for
team members who want to develop and maintain professional
relationships. Important Notice: The digital edition of this book is
missing some of the images or content found in the physical edition.
  Social Computing with Microsoft SharePoint 2007 Brendon
Schwartz,Matt Ranlett,Stacy Draper,2009-02-23 Social computing is a
fast-moving technology, and many of the concepts grow or change
every year. Use this book as part of your research for how you will
implement any of the social computing applications, but also use online
research for keeping updated on new changes to this exciting area of
software today. Although social computing applications can be written
on any framework or even on their own, we have taken a unique
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approach to help you understand the landscape of social computing as
it relates to SharePoint 2007. Each chapter introduces you to the
concept of the chapter, for example, the RSS chapter gives a brief
overview of what RSS is and the history behind it. Then the chapter
provides a section of how this is possible with SharePoint 2007.
Finally, if there are any extensions that would make it easier to work
with social computing and SharePoint, such as open source code or
products you can buy, we briefly discuss these options so you are
aware of them for your organization. This book was written for
anyone who is approaching social computing applications for an
enterprise. This would include developers, managers, directors, and
even C-level executives. This book is designed to help decision
makers learn about the concepts and understand how they might
implement them in their own company. Although this book does
reach out to developers, most of the chapters give examples with
either built-in options and configuration or show how to use code
already installed on SharePoint. Anyone interested in social
computing and the topics covered in each chapter could read this book
to get an understanding of what each concept has. The You Try It
sections do require having SharePoint 2007 and some of the features
installed to actually attempt them. If you are not an IT professional or
developer, this is the perfect opportunity for you to start a discussion
with your technology group to try out some of these wonderful tools.
The book is designed to allow the reader to start from not knowing
about social computing to being able to have an understanding of the
concepts and how he or she would use them in his or her company.
To accomplish this, you can read the book from front cover to back, or
you can pick the specific chapter that your organization is interested
in. Because so many people want to know exactly what the topics are
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and what they are about, we have organized the book into chapters
that work together, but stand alone and provide complete coverage of
a topic. We have also used a very simple and direct naming of each
chapter so you can quickly recognize what the chapter is about and
what it covers. This book covers the major concepts, applications, and
implementations of social computing and shows how they are built
with SharePoint 2007 today. As you noticed earlier, this is a fast-
moving area of computing. Where SharePoint 2007 does not have the
capability today, we made sure and explained how you could extend
SharePoint 2007 with open source or products you can purchase. We
did not cover every product on the market, but we gave you any idea
of what you can look for when you are trying to extend SharePoint.
The first two chapters provide the introduction for people new to
social computing and how people will have to manage a social
computing project. The following chapters break out each concept into
a chapter to make it easy to get up to speed and understand what the
topic is about. Chapter 1 provides the introduction to what social
computing is and the concepts behind social computing applications
and discusses some of the technologies your organization might use to
implement these concepts. Chapter 2 describes how to build a
successful project around social computing. This chapter takes you
through steps that can make your team more successful, discusses the
  Foundation Version Control for Web Developers Chris
Kemper,Ian Oxley,2012-06-11 Foundation Version Control for Web
Developers explains how version control works, what you can do
with it and how. Using a friendly and accessible tone, you will learn
how to use the three leading version control systems—Subversion, Git
and Mercurial—on multiple operating systems. The history and
integral concepts of version control are covered so that you will gain a
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thorough understanding of the subject, and why it should be used to
manage all changes in web development projects. This book covers
the valuable knowledge and transferable skills that will enable you
use one of the three leading systems as well as easily switch to new
systems that will arise in the workplace. Topics covered include: How
to choose the correct software for your needs. Creating and working
with repositories. Understanding trunks, branches, hooks, conflicts and
merging. Setting up respository servers and integrating with Apache.
Using Terminal, and understanding alternatives. Foundation Version
Control for Web Developers is a concise beginner’s course for designer
and developer alike. Even if you have no prior knowledge of version
control, this book will provide you with the knowledge to fully
manage projects from start to finish, ensuring your projects are as
seamless and successful as you need them to be.
  IPod + ITunes for Windows and Mac in a Snap Brian
Tiemann,2006 IPod + ITunes for Windows and Mac's short, clearly
written, well-illustrated lessons let you zero right in on that one
particular task you need to figure out right now - and then let you get
back to listening to your favorite music, podcasts, and audiobooks on
your iPod.--BOOK JACKET.
  Unleashing Web 2.0 Gottfried Vossen,Stephan
Hagemann,2010-07-28 The emergence of Web 2.0 is provoking
challenging questions for developers: What products and services can
our company provide to customers and employees using Rich
Internet Applications, mash-ups, Web feeds or Ajax? Which business
models are appropriate and how do we implement them? What are
best practices and how do we apply them? If you need answers to
these and related questions, you need Unleashing Web 2.0—a
comprehensive and reliable resource that guides you into the
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emerging and unstructured landscape that is Web 2.0. Gottfried
Vossen is a professor of Information Systems and Computer Science at
the University of Muenster in Germany. He is the European Editor-
in-Chief of Elsevier’s Information Systems—An International Journal.
Stephan Hagemann is a PhD. Student in Gottfried’s research group
focused on Web technologies. Presents a complete view of Web 2.0
including services and technologies Discusses potential new products
and services and the technology and programming ability needed to
realize them Offers ‘how to’ basics presenting development
frameworks and best practices Compares and contrasts Web 2.0 with
the Semantic Web
  CUET-PG Library & Information Science Practice Question Bank
Book 3000+ Question Answer As Per Updted Syllabus DIWAKAR
EDUCATION HUB,2024-01-07 CUET-PG Library & Information
Science Question Bank 3000+ Chapter wise question With
Explanations As per Updated Syllabus [ cover all 6 Chapters]
Highlights of CUET-PG Library & Information Science Question
Bank- 3000+ Questions Answer [MCQ] 500 MCQ of Each Chapter
[Unit wise] As Per the Updated Syllabus Include Most Expected MCQ
as per Paper Pattern/Exam Pattern All Questions Design by Expert
Faculties & JRF Holder
  ASP.NET 2.0 Wei-Meng Lee,2005 Uses nearly fifty hands-on
projects to acquaint the reader with the new features of Microsoft
ASP.NET 2.0, showing how the new release can increase
productivity, simplify programming tasks, and facilitate the addition
of functionality to applications.
  Beginning RSS and Atom Programming Danny Ayers,Andrew
Watt,2005-05-06 RSS and Atom are specifications that give users the
power to subscribe to information they want to receive and give
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content developers tools to provide continuous subscriptions to willing
recipients in a spam-free setting. RSS and Atom are the technical
power behind the growing millions of blogs on the Web. Blogs
change the Web from a set of static pages or sites requiring
programming expertise to update to an ever changing, constantly
updated landscape that anyone can contribute to. RSS and Atom
syndication provides users an easy way to track new information on as
many Web sites as they want. This book offers you insight to
understanding the issues facing the user community so you can meet
users' needs by writing software and Web sites using RSS and Atom
feeds. Beginning with an introduction to all the current and coming
versions of RSS and Atom, you'll go step by step through the process
of producing, aggregating, and storing information feeds. When
you're finished, you'll be able to produce client software and Web sites
that create, manipulate, aggregate, and display information feeds
effectively. This book is full of practical advice and tips for consuming,
producing, and manipulating information feeds. I only wish I had a
book like this when I started writing RSS Bandit. - Dare Obasanjo, RSS
Bandit creator: http://www.rssbandit.org/
  Linux Timesaving Techniques For Dummies Susan
Douglas,Korry Douglas,2004-07-21 Formerly known as Red Hat
Linux, the Fedora Core distribution is an excellent, no-cost alternative
to Windows, Solaris, and other expensive operating systems Red Hat
currently controls an estimated seventy percent of the Linux market
in the U.S. This book gives experienced and first-time Fedora users
sixty concise, step-by-step, timesaving techniques to help them
perform tasks with Fedora more efficiently Organized by topic, the
techniques are presented in the friendly, easy-to-understand For
Dummies style, with a minimum of technical jargon The techniques
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run the gamut of end-user, system administration, and development
tasks, ranging from desktop, file system, RPM, and database tips to
Internet server, e-mail server, networking, system monitoring,
security, and Linux kernel tricks Covers the latest release of Red Hat's
Fedora Core distribution
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(Botany, Zoology, Ecology and
Evolution) (16th Edition) ...
Download, $84.52, +, 0.00, =
$84.52 · Download. Show Seller
Details ... Hickman, Roberts,
Larson - Integrated Principles of
Zoology Hickman, Cleveland P.
Integrated principles of zoology /
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Cleveland P. Hickman, Jr., Larry
S. Roberts, Allan. Larson. — 11th
ed. Laboratory Studies in
Integrated Principles of Zoology
This introductory lab manual is
ideal for a one- or two-semester
course. The new edition expertly
combines up-to-date coverage
with the clear writing style
and ... Integrated Principles of
Zoology: 9780073524214
Emphasizing the central role of
evolution in generating
diversity, this best-selling text
describes animal life and the
fascinating adaptations that
enable ... Integrated principles of
zoology Emphasizing the central
role of evolution in generating
diversity, this book describes
animal life and the adaptations
that enable animals to inhabit so ...
BIOMISC - Integrated Principles
Of Zoology Pdf Full pc laboratory
studies in integrated principles of
zoology 16th edition by hickman,
cleveland, j. Buy integrated
principles of zoology book online
at ... Theories of Development:

Concepts and Applications (5th ...
The result of extensive
scholarship and consultation with
leading scholars, this classic text
introduces students to twenty-
four theorists and compares and ...
Theories of Development:
Concepts and Applications ...
Theories of Development:
Concepts and Applications (5th
Edition) (MySearchLab Series).
William Crain. 4.5 out of 5 stars
82. Paperback. $83.04$83.04.
Theories of development :
concepts and applications
Theories of development :
concepts and applications. Author:
William C. Crain ... 5th ed View
all formats and editions.
Publisher: Pearson/Prentice Hall,
Upper ... Theories of
Development: Concepts and
Applications (5th ... This
engaging book, written with the
help of extensive scholarship and
leading scholars, introduces
learners to twenty-four different
theorists and compares ...
Theories of Development:
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Concepts and Applications
Theories of Development:
Concepts and Applications.
Author, William C. Crain.
Edition, 5, illustrated. Publisher,
Pearson/Prentice Hall, 2005.
Original from ... Theories of
Development Concepts and
Applications ... Theories of
Development: Concepts and
Applications, Sixth Edition.
William. Crain. Copyright © 2011
by Pearson Education, Inc.
Published by Pearson. Prentice ...
Theories of development:
Concepts and applications This
engaging book, written with the
help of extensive scholarship and
leading scholars, introduces
learners to twenty-four different
theorists and compares ...
Theories of Development
Concepts and Applications | Rent
Theories of Development5th
edition ; ISBN-13: 9780131849914
; Authors: William Crain,
William C Crain ; Full Title:
Theories of Development:
Concepts and ... Theories of

Development: Concepts and
Applications Emphasizing the
theories that build upon the
developmental tradition
established by Rousseau, this text
also covers theories in the
environmental/learning ...
Theories of Development:
Concepts and Applications From
Locke and Rousseau to Piaget and
Bandura, scholars have advanced
our understanding of
psychological development. In
this lively and readable book,
Crain ...
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